EQUITY
CROWDFUNDING
PLATORMS
IN MILANO
Equity Cowdfundig has becomed a very effective source of
financing for startups that are wiling to innovate in Milano.
Here we collected a list of some of the main Crowdfunding
platforms in the City .
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200CROWD
Two hundred is an Equity Crowdfunding platform that
facilitates the encounter among startuppers and
investors. The investment through Two hundred is free
and accessible to anyone, directly online and possible
from € 500.
ASSITECA CROWD
It is an innovative platform for all those investors
sensitive to new investment opportunities provided by
markets.
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CLUB DEAL
An online crowdfunding website which aims to find the
highest potential startups in Italy and showcase them
online.

COFYP
A website for the crowdfunding of innovative startups
and SME’s.

CROWDFUNDME
It is the first portal to be listed in the stock exchange. To
investing in a startup or SME you go to the website, select
the project, analyze the business plan and invest directly
from home. All projects are accompanied by detailed
business plans that highlight why they invest, the results
achieved, the market of belonging and future strategies.
EPPELA
it is a reward-based Italian crowdfunding platform for
creative talents, startups and companies. You share
your idea, seek out the web's support to realize it, and
discover and pre-order exclusive products and services.
Nowadays, it is one of Italy’s largest crowdfunding
websites that has funded over 3,000 projects.

MAMACROWD
Mamacrowd is one of Italy’s biggest crowdfunding
platforms. They accompany people in the investing in
startups and SMEs. The team of experts is available to
offer support in all phases of the online investment.
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MUSICRAISER
A crowdfunding website specific for music projects
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NEXT EQUITY
On Next Equity, contact with numerous investors and
find lenders motivated to support your innovative
business. Send them a brief description of the idea, your
email address and a contact address, they will contact you
as soon as possible to listen to your project and schedule
an in-depth meeting with a team of experts who will
assess whether your startup / SME or your innovative
idea it can be listed on the Next Equity portal. Otherwise
they will provide you with suggestions to improve it and
propose it again later, if there are the conditions.

OPSTART
The mission of Opstart equity crowdfunding is to place
ourselves as a meeting point between innovation and
investments, giving the possibility to innovative Startups
and SMEs to raise capital necessary for their development
with a large audience of investors. Their added value is to
offer both types of interlocutors, innovators and investors
the appropriate guarantees of professionalism and
competence so that they can meet easily, enriching each
other.
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PRODUZIONI DAL BASSO PDB
Produzioni dal Basso is the first crowdfunding platform
born in Italy. Crowdfunding on PDB is simple, transparent
and disintermediate. They are a reward / donation based
and generalist platform. We are open to all types of
projects and do not operate input filters. Anyone can
register, upload their idea and propose it online.

STARSUP
StarsUp is a portal, authorized by Consob (the 1st in
Italy), for the online collection of risk capital by innovative
companies (start-ups and SMEs). StarsUp was born
following a careful and recent analysis of the
entrepreneurial system on the basis of which it was
observed that: a large number of companies (unlisted),
organizations or entrepreneurs would need capital to be
able to start and / or develop valid business projects;
many individuals, professional investors or individuals,
have financial liquidity.

WALLIANCE
A crowdfunding platform for property projects. With
Walliance you can raise money up to € 8 million and thus
balance the capital needed for your business project.
Collect funds and manage all the bureaucratic processes
related to the collection of financial resources in safety
and speed.
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WEARESTARTING
An equity crowdfunding website that invests in innovative
Italian startups. WeAreStarting supports the company
step by step in order to optimize the opportunities to find
new customers, collaborators and partners that can
facilitate the growth of the company. After the campaign,
through the WeAreStarting portal, it will be easy to
maintain contact with investors and update them on the
latest news. The latter will be able to support you over
time, continuing to follow you and providing valuable
feedback.
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* The list is not over-comprehensive of the market offer but was created with the intent to give a
snapshot on some relevant examples of Crowdfunding platforms in Milan. If you offer this service in
Milan and you are willing to be represented on this website please contact YesMilano at the following
address : info@yesmilano.it
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